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This intimate portrait of living legend B.B. King celebrates the blues singer and guitarist with 75 color

and black-and-white photos, facsimile reproductions of items from his personal archive, and--similar

to the popular "The Sinatra Treasures"--an audio CD featuring unreleased music and interviews.
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While true blues lovers may scoff at the opulence of such a coffee-table volume, they may change

their minds when they discover the treat this work has tucked under its front cover: an hour-long

audio CD of conversations with the "Chairman of the Board" of blues, B.B. King (b. 1925). The book

itself is a stylishly packaged retelling of King's life from Mississippi sharecropping cabin dweller to

White House honoree, with King's reminiscences intercut with comments from his friends. In

addition to pages of gorgeously reproduced photos, eight parchment sleeves hold facsimiles of King

memorabilia: first, his sharecropping account from 1940, and then mostly tickets, programs and

posters for his shows. Still, the real "treasure" is the CD: 16 tracks of King talking about how and

why he makes music, sometimes accompanied by riffs on Lucille (his guitar), plus two previously

unreleased recordings. King gives a bluesman's take on race relations in the 20th century: how

white radio stations started playing black music and how British stars (the Beatles, the Stones,

Clapton, etc.) revived the careers of black bluesmen and then how white "folkies" picked up on the

music, too. This will be a tasty gift for any blues fan. 116 illus. (Sept. 16)Correction: The agent for

Robert Oxnam's A Fractured Mind (Reviews, Aug. 8) is Wendy Strothman. Copyright Â© Reed



Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

The King of the Blues turns 80 on September 16: cause for celebration, indeed. Already, on

February 15, 2005, Mississippi honored its world-famous son in a ceremony at the state capitol.

Now comes this spectacular oral-history-cum-scrapbook that should draw browsers as if it were the

cure for the common cold. It is certainly good for what ails you, what with its scads of great photos

and blues-biz paraphernalia (posters, record labels, etc.) reproductions, its immaculately proofread

text, its high production values (heavy stock, visually textured pages in several colors, clean layout),

and its--libraries, beware!--removable bonus attractions (CD of interview outtakes and previously

unreleased old recordings, eight translucent envelopes containing excellent reproductions of such

memorabilia as a portrait-postcard a teenage King sent a girlfriend, backstage passes, business

cards, booking sheets, concert handouts, etc.). On top of all that, it's an interesting read, especially

about King's early life and pre-stardom career. If there are a few tangential errors (blues organist

Mark Naftalin's father was mayor of Minneapolis, not Milwaukee), who cares? Ray OlsonCopyright

Â© American Library Association. All rights reserved

Those looking for a present for a blues lover (or themselves) could do far worse than purchasing an

absolutely wonderful new coffee table book plus more devoted to the King of the blues. The B. B.

King Treasures : Photos, Mementos & Music from B. B. King's Collection is by King, Dick Waterman

and Charles Sawyer. Sawyer, who wrote the first book-length biography of King, The Arrival of B.B.

King, contributes a concise biography from King's days growing up in Mississippi to his days as an

ambassador for the music. The remainder of the book is filled with King's recollections as given to

Dick Waterman who supplements these recollections of growing up, working on the farm, moving to

memphis, touring and crossing over. There are not only some terrific photographs (many are very

rare), but also some reproductions of memorabilia including his sharecropping account from 1940,

mostly tickets, programs and posters for his shows, along with sheets shoqwing how much he was

earning prior to Sid Seidenberg taking over King's management in the late sixties. You can see him

from his WDIA days to receiving the musical equivalent of the Nobel Prize in Sweden with the King

of Sweden handing the award to him. In addition there is a cd with King's verbal recollections and

some unissued tracks. This is a multi-media feast for fans of one of the true legends of world music.

Compiled in part to celebrate his 80th birthday, The B.B. King Treasures, is a treasure.

arrived on time and as expected, no complaints. well packed



High quality, packed well, Love BB king. I'd buy again

the best of B.B. King I love it.

Beautiful memoirs compiled!!!!!

Loved it. Beautiful book

I was pleased with this purchase.

It is B.B. King, a well documented , well written story of the Blues Boy himself. If you are a blues fan,

music fan, you should take a few minutes and read this. It is an easy read, but engaging.
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